Intelligent First Aid

Combining the know how with
the necessary supplies.

Question:

What’s the
most important
item in a first
aid kit ?
Intelligent First Aid kits are
designed by medical and
educational experts to assist
first responders in providing
rapid and accurate first aid care
in the event of an injury.

TALKING FIRST AID™ KIT

In 95% of all emergencies,
bystanders are first on the
scene. In these highly stressful
events, the ability to rapidly
recall first aid steps and provide
the necessary care is most
often a daunting task for the
non-professional.
The Talking First Aid ™ kit
contains individual color and
icon coded injury packs
containing all the supplies and
easy-to-follow instructions for
managing the most common
injuries. The audio modules in
each injury pack takes the
technology a step further. With
the squeeze of the button, the
module provides step by step
instructions to manage the
injury, pausing and repeating
when necessary for accurate
response.
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The kit includes a 22 page full
color guidebook covering
additional emergencies, a
talking product manual, a
booklight/flashlight, and a
shoulder strap.
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Answer: Knowledge. A great
first aid kit is measured by its
ability to assist the user to
render rapid and accurate first
aid.
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TALKING INJURY CARD OVERVIEW
Each of the Injury cards contains the same first aid
instructions taught in first aid classes. The front of the
card provides color and icon coding for rapid selection
along with a list of the supply contents included. All of
the instructional content on the cards is consistent with
current first aid guidelines developed by the National
First Aid Science Advisory Board.
On the back of each injury card are full color picture and
written instructions detailing first aid care. In the upper
left hand corner of the card is the on/off switch and the
audio play button. After switching the unit on, simply
squeeze the green audio button to hear the care
instructions, By squeezing the button again, the unit will
pause. Squeezing it again allows the unit to replay the
last instruction for accurate comprehension. Keeping the
unit turned off when not in use, will extend the battery
life for years.

TALKING SUPPLY PACKS
Included with each talking injury card is a medical supply
pack which contains the supplies you need for that injury
type. After you use a supply pack you simply re-order that
supply pack, insert it into the talking injury card bag and your
kit is once again ready for use. In the event that your talking
injury card comes in contact with blood or other bodily fluids,
it is recommended that you discard the talking card and
replace the entire pack.
DIMENSIONS AND PRICING

Weight: 8 Lbs
Size: 14” x 10” x 8”
Pricing: $149.99

Supply Pack Pricing
Pack Type
Breathing/CPR
Bleeding

Supply Pack
$7.99
$6.99

Complete Pack
$14.99
$11.99

Shock
Head/Spine
Bone
Eye
Burn
Bites/Stings
Basics

$6.99
$6.99
$6.99
$6.99
$6.99
$6.99
N/A

$11.99
$11.99
$11.99
$12.99
$11.99
$11.99
$8.99
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